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Nightstick Increases Performance of Two AAA Zero-Band Headlamps
Boosted 90-lumen XPP-5450GC and 180-lumen XPP-5452GC models raise output
while maintaining intrinsically safe certification levels
Check out the videos: XPP-5450GC | XPP-5452GC

Wylie, Texas – November 2018 – When bright, hands-free lighting in hazardous work
environments is needed, professionals turn to Nightstick for our intrinsically safe helmetmounted work lights. Certified cETLus, ATEX, and IECEx intrinsically safe, these zeroband headlamps produce reliable, pure hands-free white light to illuminate the darkest
work surfaces, walkways and service panels where explosive gases and dust may be
present.
These headlamps feature a multi-position tilt head design and include an integrated
stainless-steel clip for attachment to most hard hats using the included NS-HMC4 hard
hat clip mount. The mount features a PSA adhesive backing (no drilling required) for
quick and easy application. A single switch operates high and low brightness modes.
With a beam distance of 80 meters (263 feet), the XPP-5450GC’s spotlight produces a
solid 90 lumens for 13.5 hours. When operating in 50-lumen low mode, runtimes
increase to a shift-busting 22.75 hours, giving you peace of mind that you don’t have to
quit working to look for a spare light or replace batteries.
If you need even more power, Nightstick’s XPP-5452GC headlamp generates a bright
180-lumen spotlight for 6 hours. Selecting its 90-lumen low mode stretches work time to
19 hours when the job demands longer on-site attention.
“Zero-band headlamps that are certified intrinsically safe just makes sense when you
are already wearing a hardhat for safety,” says Russell Hoppe, Marketing Director for
Nightstick. “These tough, lightweight headlamps clamp easily in place without any
drilling or permanent modifications using our included mount, providing industrial
professionals bright, dependable on-demand light that securely snaps onto your helmet,
so you can focus on the task at hand with confidence.”

The XPP-5450GC and XPP-5452GC are IP-67 rated dustproof and waterproof. Both
headlamps run on three AAA batteries (included) and feature a limited lifetime warranty.
To learn more about these headlamps, visit www.nightstick.com
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